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Abstract. Around CRH380 EMU bogie assembly, considering the bogie structural characteristics, grouping, object-oriented modeling, 3D animation, multimedia technology combine design a set of virtual assembly bogie animation method using Pro/E, build three-dimensional parts assembly model and virtual assembly. 3ds Max software for animation, mainly to Premiere Pro and photoshop auxiliary software animation processing. Very good solution to the complex products of virtual assembly animation, achievements of popularization value.

Introduction

CRH380 high speed EMU is independent research and development by the Chinese. The idea of dynamic distributed it used is very suitable for the requirements of China's railway transportation, CRH380 EMU's highest speed is 350 km/h.

This paper around the Production of virtual assembly animation about the CW380 bogie that CRH380 used. Considering several important link, such as bogie 3D modeling, building modeling software and animation software interface, virtual assembly animation making, post-processing and so on. Strive to solve the problems of complex product modeling, animation, optimize the assembly animation effects.

The production plan of virtual assembly animation

This system uses the Pro/E as 3D modeling tool to build the bogie, then import 3ds Max to make animation assembly. Video animation generated by 3ds Max do not have video special effects such as sound and text annotation. To achieve the ideal animation effects must be through the professional video editing software Premiere Pro for post-processing.

The key technique in the model

Bogie contains more than 3000 parts, assembly relation is complex, in order to guarantee the accuracy of parts and components in the process of modeling, save the time of modeling and practice often first assembly part wool embryo, characteristics and reference to other parts of the processing to the exact shape of formed parts and positioning, As shown in figure 2a.

In Pro/E, the first step is to assembly of parts, and then for characteristics of the operation. When import the assembly model into 3ds Max for animation, You will find that the import parts is the original workblank, characteristics of operation can't display, As shown in figure 2b.

Reason is characteristic of parts and components after the operation of Pro/E is considered to be on the outside of the parts, do not modify the original parts level.
Solution: need to change the characteristics of the priority, open the "edit custom interface", in the "intersection" cancel "automatic update", selected the parts that need to be cut in the parts list, Set the part's default display level to "parts", confirmed. As shown in figure 2c.

Fig.2 The problem of feature level that modeling in Pro/E

The virtual assembly animation

The CRH380 EMU bogie are divided into two major categories and ten small category. If the assembly of the ten kinds of bogie respectively do animation, workload will be very large. Considering the structure similar to each type of bogie, the main difference is the parts of different shapes and sizes. So we selected two suitable bogie and set it as a benchmark bogie, and other bogie on this basis.

First of all, the assembly of the selected benchmark bogie, considering the bogie is modular design, here the animation for each module, and then assembled, combined into one scene, to achieve the effect of the whole assembly.

Second, assembling complete bogie in Pro/E model transformed using PolyTrans, that is, we must carry on the virtual assembly of the final result. Record of key frames to determine the final location. Then needed to do is according to the assembly shop of the actual working condition of assembly to the top-down assembly parts. When the benchmark bogie assembly finished, other
bogie can base bogie as templates, to replace, add, and delete the different parts. Replacement of parts can be connected by a father-son relationship.

The hierarchy of father-son relationship is very important in the animation, connect one object to another object, you can create a father-son relationship, when the transform function on the parent objects at the same time, also through the link relations will change to child objects. Here use the wheel as an example to introduce, CRH380 motor car and trailer wheels of having the same assembly relations and assembly sequence, the difference lies mainly in shape. So when the motor car wheels of the assembly animation production is completed, set it as father-object, Through the father-son connection, Connect the import trailer wheels as son-objects, animation trailer assembly. Finally, the hidden wheel disc and complete the animation.

**Conclusion**

This paper proposed the solution of CRH380 High-speed EMU bogie virtual assembly animation, Analyzed the optimization design idea of EMU bogie virtual assembly animation, Expounds the establishment of the bogie 3D entity model based on Pro/E, Using 3ds Max animation assembly, and the use of Premiere Pro to complete the synthesis of post-production
video animation principle, Application of the above technologies for CW380 bogie (CRH380 high-speed EMU) for virtual assembly animation production, and eventually built into the CRH380 high-speed EMU bogie multimedia information systems. The design of this group of virtual assembly animation is reasonable, The expression of this animation is intuitively clear, Play is very simple, have very strong practicability, and has been successfully used in changchun railway vehicle co., LTD., education and training. Play is simple, have very strong practicability, and has been successfully used in changchun railway vehicle co., LTD., education and training. The design applies not only to the virtual assembly of high-speed emu bogie, can also be used for other large complex equipment’s virtual assembly.
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